Solutions Overview

Cisco Collaborative Knowledge:
Social Communities
The desire to learn, grow, and contribute in meaningful ways is a part of the human
psyche. When people connect, share knowledge, tap collective intelligence, and
collaborate on decision making in the workplace, they can achieve high levels of
performance. Research suggests that employees who actively share knowledge
through social communities and corresponding social technologies have a wider
support base, learn faster, and have greater access to information.

Imagine if you could…

• Build new skills and expertise through memberships in social communities,
discussion forums, informal learning, and blogs?
• Help employees achieve higher levels of performance by collaborating, learning,
and innovating together?
• Harness the collective intelligence of employees to reimagine the employee and
customer experience?

Overview.

With the Social Communities service, individuals, groups, and work teams can
connect with colleagues through communities of practice, shared interests and
agile teams to brainstorm and explore ideas, and share knowledge. With
constructive collaboration and real-time access to intelligence, everyone can
make informed decisions.
With the Social Communities service, your organization can achieve the following:
Drive cross-boundary collaboration and innovation. Companies gain
efficiencies through co-creation and by sharing and applying best practices across
the organization. With Social Communities, everyone in your organization can
identify and collaborate—anywhere, anytime.
Harness collective intelligence to redefine experiences. Working together
in communities, employees can crowdsource ideas, and harvest their collective
strengths, talents, and knowledge to define new solutions and experiences.
Increase workforce knowledge and performance. When knowledge is shared,
learning is a natural consequence. With Social Communities, traditional work teams
can be transformed into interactive learning and knowledge-sharing communities—
where relationships are made, and critical skills and knowledge are applied, as
quickly as they are learned.
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Features and Benefits.
Social Communities features and benefits include the following:

Features

Business Benefits

Collaborative Knowledge

Communities

Workspace
Learning

Create communities of practice on
important subjects

ASK TO JOIN

Knowledge Center

Supports key business initiatives with Collaborate
best
practices and knowledge-sharing
Communites

Sales Business Models and Services
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 Public

Discussions

Co-create content and coordinate
projects and tasks individually and
among teams

Access, document, and share stored
knowledge

Sales

Blogs
Wiki Library

Description

Blog

Discussions

Business

Wikis

Library

Files

Members

RSS Feeds

People
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ACTIONS

Has anyone worked on sales business model?

Dynamic access to Social Communities
and Learning Management System

Mobile Folder

Provides access to both formal and informal
Admin
learning to optimize employee experience

I’ve been on a sales business model and would like to some insight.
5

Sales

January, 15 2017

Raymond Rose

Business

February, 14 2017

Sara Kyte

Business

March, 5 2017

Lori Mendoza
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I work in TS and would like to know how a SMB could improve our…?
For some bacground, the service that our organization provides for the entire company a…
8

6

How easy is it to stop imitators from taking your market shares?
Can my business model be easily copied - if not, do I have a sustainable business.
63

Share and comment on community
content, including discussion groups,
and blogs

Enables real-time knowledge-sharing and
rapid access to talent and expertise; can
share opinions and experiences

Subscribe to and participate in
community discussions

Follow discussions on important topics, and
access best practices

Rate, recommend, like, and follow
individuals

Evaluate and rate content value

Track social network via activity streams

Follow social networks through activity
streams
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Comments

Why Cisco?

With Cisco Collaborative Knowledge, everyone has access to the knowledge,
experts, and learning they need to deliver rapid innovation. A globally recognized
leader in networking, communications, and cloud technology, Cisco is committed
to providing customers with the highest levels of enterprise-grade cloud security,
performance, and reliability.

How can I get started?

To learn how you can build a smarter, more agile, and productive organization with
Cisco Collaborative Knowledge, visit collaborativeknowledge.cisco.com.

